
Detailed criteria for awarding points for scientific achievements in the recruitment procedure to 

the Doctoral School of Humanities in the discipline of Culture and religion science 

 

1.  Evaluation of the interview with justification (max 50 points):  

(the interview should last approximately 30 minutes; suggested number of questions: 5; proposed 

issues: knowledge and competences of the candidate relevant to the planned research and the 

indicated discipline, knowledge of elements of research methodology relevant to the indicated 

issue/discipline, research experience of the candidate, planned research schedule, etc.; evaluation 

of answers requires justification). 

 

2.  Evaluation of the research project with justification (max 20 points):  

including: 

 

a) ability to formulate the research objective, research hypotheses and research problem (max 10 

points), 

b) novelty and originality of the research idea and ability to describe it (max 4 points), 

c) research methodology appropriate to the project topic (max 4 points) 

d) knowledge of the state of the research, together with basic bibliography relevant to the 

objectives pursued: (max 2 points). 

 

3. The candidate’s academic achievements (max 15 points):  

(points awarded for max 3 documented achievements) 

 

a) Publications 

 foreign-language publication in publishing houses/journals from the ministerial list or 

from the former A, B, C SCOPUS or ERIH journal lists (10 points) 

 Polish-language publication in publishing houses/journals from the ministerial list or 

from the former A, B, C, SCOPUS or ERIH lists (5 points) 

 other scientific publication (2 points). 

b) Active (with paper) participation in scientific conferences (max 5 points) 

 presentation in a foreign language at an international conference (3 points) 

 speech in a nationwide conference (2 points), 

 presentation at another scientific conference (1 point) 

c) National research internships/expeditions (max one internship/expedition), e.g.: 

 - MOST internship (1 point) 

 - other national research visits (1 point for every two months) 

d) foreign research internships/trips (max, one internship/trip), e.g.: 

 Erasmus-type internship (2 points) 

 other foreign placements/research trips (1 point for each month) 

e) Participation in grants and research projects, at least as contractor (max 10 points): 

 international (8 points) 

 national (4 points)  

 local (2 points) 

f) Prizes and awards of a scientific nature (maximum 3 points) 

g) Other (maximum 2 points) 

 

 



4.  Other achievements (max 5 points), e.g.: 

 

a) Work in scientific circles/clubs 

b) Organization of scientific conferences 

c) Awards and distinctions of an organizational nature 

d) Outreach activity 

e) Cultural activities 

f) Artistic activity 

g) Local government activity 

h) Other 

 

5.  Grade entered in the graduation diploma of second-cycle studies or uniform master’s studies (max 

10 points) 

 

Satisfactory (0.5 points) 

Satisfactory plus (1 point) 

Good (4 points) 

Good plus (6 points) 

Very good (8 points) 

Additional master's degree diplomas (2 points)  
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